Yes and Except Implement Below
Yes (Wm. A) Implement Jr.

Yahr (E) + Netol (Perry) (Puddle Friendly)

Young (E) + H. Pledge (Bryan)

Yr 22 C.A. & WSC

Young (F.M.) & Co.

Zalesky, Frank

Gender Bros

Gender + Schrader & Salz

Alder
XYZ 1910-1930

Y MCA at WSC

Y WCB at WSC

Yelo’s Implement Store

Yelo & Ernest Gruenewald

Yelo Implement Store 1921

Frank (sold to Charles Zalesky)

Zumbeila’s Variety Store

Zalesky’s Clothing Shop

Zalesky, Chas, Alice

Zimmerman Blacksmith Shop

Zelchew, Hyman, Peter

Jittle, Julius - used to live in Parkman

Jan 24, 1919 - The great Galway Railway Shop was sold to Charles Zalesky 1919

Oct 7, 1921 Newell says Charles Galway moved from Alder St to Mom St. to the

L. W. Clarkham Tailoring Shop

W. W. Being moved into Galway’s on Alder

May 26, 1922 (?). Galway’s Clothes Shop closing out suits.